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ABSTRACT

1.

Software-defined networking (SDN) technology promises centralized and rapid network provisioning, holistic management, low operational cost, and improved network visibility. Researchers have developed multiple SDN simulation
and emulation platforms to expedite the adoption of many
emerging SDN-based applications to production systems.
However, the scalability of those platforms is often limited
by the underlying physical hardware resources, which inevitably affects the simulation fidelity in large-scale network
settings. In this paper, we present a model abstraction
technique that effectively transforms the network devices
in an SDN-based network to one virtualized switch model.
While significantly reducing the model execution time and
enabling the real-time simulation capability, our abstracted
model also preserves the end-to-end forwarding behavior of
the original network. To achieve this, we first classify packets with the same forwarding behavior into smaller and disjoint Equivalence Classes (ECes) by analyzing the OpenFlow
rules installed on the SDN devices. We then create a graph
model representing the forwarding behavior of each EC. By
traversing those graphs, we finally construct the rules of
the big-switch model to effectively preserve the original network’s end-to-end forwarding behavior. Experimental results demonstrate that the network forwarding logic equivalence is well preserved between the abstracted model and
the original SDN network. The model abstraction process
is fast, e.g., 3.15 seconds to transform a medium-scale tree
network consisting of 53,260 rules. The big-switch model is
able to speed up the simulation by 4.3 times in average and
up to 6.69 times among our evaluation experiments.

Software defined networking (SDN) centralizes and simplifies control of network management, and has been increasingly adopted in data centers and internet exchange
points [8, 11, 15]. Similar to traditional computer network
systems, it is crucial to perform appropriate testing and
evaluation of SDN-based applications before deploying on
a real system. Researchers in the simulation community
have extended various existing network simulators to support SDN capability [3, 4, 21]. To improve experimental fidelity, researchers have also developed network emulation
testbeds (e.g., Mininet [13]) that utilize Linux containers
over shared hardware resources and real network stack to run
high-fidelity SDN experiments. However, container-based
emulators cannot reproduce the correct behavior of a real
network with a large network topology and high traffic load
because of the limited underlying physical resources. For example, on a commodity machine with 2.98 GHz CPU, 4 GB
RAM, and 3 Gbps internal bandwidth, Mininet can only emulate a network up to 30 hosts, each with a 100 MHz CPU,
100 MB RAM and connected by 100 Mbps links [14]. Therefore, increasing SDN testbed scalability and speed without
losing the desired fidelity is essential.
In this paper, we present a model abstraction technique
to transform an SDN-based network model to a “one-bigswitch” network model. The idea was inspired by the work
on rule placement optimization in [17]. With the highly abstracted network, SDN application developers now only need
to consider simple end-to-end policy when programming a
network, and are shielded from the details on routing policy,
switch memory limits, and distributing rules across switches.
Our work applies the idea of one-big-switch abstraction for
enhancing the scalability of network simulation and emulation, while preserving the end-to-end forwarding logic.
This technique is useful if users only care about the endto-end behavior rather than the details within the network,
such as hop-by-hop routing, or table lookup on each single
switch.
For example, users may want to simulate a large-scale
complex network of networks consisting of traditional TCP/IP
networks, SDN networks, industry control communication
networks, etc. The SDN components in this scenario may
not be the focus, and thus maintaining only the end-to-end
behavior is sufficient for running the hybrid experiment. Our
technique is also useful for real-time network simulation, in
which models must be executed no slower than the wall-clock
time in order to interact with real implementations of network protocols and applications. Failing to do so may result
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Figure 2: A Tree-Topology SDN Network

abstract (possibly part of) the network, and reproduce the
simulation results with a much simpler configuration, including link connectivity and flow tables. We can partition
a large-scale network model, and abstract each partition in
parallel. By combining those abstracted network models, a
testing platform with limited hardware resources now can
afford such network simulation/emulation experiments. As
the network state evolves, the abstracted big-switch model
may also need to be frequently updated. Our approach is
lightweight. For example, we can reduce 50,000+ rules in a
large tree-topology network to 5,000+ rules in a big-switchbased network in three seconds, while still preserving the
network forwarding rule equivalence. In addition, our approach allows incrementally updating the big-switch model,
i.e., modifying the rules that are only affected by the current
network changes.
In this work, we present a model abstraction technique to
reduce networked SDN switches to a one-big-switch model.
We mainly focus on preserving the end-to-end network forwarding logic. Our long term goal is to investigate systematic model abstraction approaches that preserve end-to-end
performance equivalence as well, such as latency and packet
drop, to further enhance the model fidelity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the problem and the approach using a simple motivating example. Section 3 describes the details of
the three-step model abstraction design. Section 4 presents
the evaluation results in terms of forwarding logic equivalence, simulation time, reduction in flow rules, and model
abstraction execution time. Section 5 summarizes the related works, and Section 6 concludes the paper with future
works.

Figure 1: Transforming an SDN network to a big OpenFlow
switch based network while preserving the network forwarding logic equivalence.

in temporal faults, i.e., the simulation fails to process events
before the designated deadlines required by the emulation
or physical components. In addition, industrial collaborators may not want to disclose the details of their production
network (e.g., topology, routing, middle-box location and
functionality) to modelers for privacy and security concerns.
They can use our model abstraction techniques on the target
network and share the resulting “one-big-switch” model. We
develop a three-step approach to transform an SDN network
to a big OpenFlow switch based network, while still preserving the network forwarding logic equivalence. The high-level
idea is illustrated in Figure 1, and the details are discussed in
Section 3. We first group all packets into equivalence classes
by analyzing the matching fields (e.g., source/destination
MAC address/IP address/port, VLAN id, etc.) of the OpenFlow rules installed on the switches. An equivalence class
represents a set of packets of the same network forwarding behavior. We then create a graph-based model for each
equivalence class to model its packet forwarding behavior.
Finally, we traverse all the forwarding graph models to generate rules for the big switch, and the number of rules is
largely reduced. This way, we reduce the SDN network to a
big-switch-based network to improve the scalability of SDN
simulation or emulation.
The reduction in the number of switches and the number
of rules significantly enhances the testbed scalability and reduces the experiment running time. For example, after abstracting a tree-topology network of depth 4 and fanout 3,
the total number of switches required to simulate is reduced
from 40 to 1, and the number of rules existed in the SDN
network is reduced by 89%. The big-switch based network
model can save about 75% to 85% simulation execution time
as compared to simulating the original network. We can also
reuse the abstracted network model. For example, after one
complete experimental run of a complex network, users can

2.

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, we describe our model abstraction technique to transform an SDN network model to a big-switch
model with a concrete network example. Let us consider a
tree-topology network connected by four OpenFlow switches,
as shown in Figure 2. The centralized SDN controller (not
shown in the figure for simplicity) installs the forwarding
rules on each switch to establish connections for all three
subnets. All the switch rules are shown in Table 1. We assume that during the process of model abstraction, the rules
have been installed on each OpenFlow switch, and there is
no link down or rule modification. OpenFlow switch 0 (i.e.,
SW0) works as an aggregation switch that provides con-
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nectivity for other switches. SW1, SW2 and SW3 work as
edge switches that provide connectivity for each subnet,
and each edge switch connects to one end-host.
Our approach abstracts the network to one big switch that
has logically equivalent forwarding behavior.
The first step in the abstraction process is to extract equivalence classes through the OpenFlow rules installed on network devices, i.e., aggregation and edge switches. Equivalence class (EC) is the set of packets that experience identical
forwarding action at all network devices. We utilize EC to
merge all the rules on a set of switches. For example, the
flow rules shown in Table 1 can be sliced into four disjoint
ECs based on the NW DST field as follows. Note that the
matching field IN PORT cannot be used in identifying ECs,
since it is not a packet-dependent, but topology-dependent
field.

forwards the packets. The sink nodes, i.e., the red rectangle nodes in Figure 3, indentifies the EC that this forwarding graph belongs to. Each equivalence class will have
exactly one forwarding graph, as shown in Figure 3. Note
that {EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4} is not yet the minimal set of
ECs in the network. In fact, EC1 and EC3 can be merged
because the forwarding behaviors of both ECs are identical
at any device in the network, as depicted in Figure 3a that
EC1 and EC3 share the same forwarding graph.
We finish the model abstraction by generating a new set of
forwarding rules that are to be installed on the big switch.
To make the process more efficient, we only have to consider those ECs whose packets traverse edge switches in the
network.
Table 2 shows the resulting rules that will be installed in
the big switch (see Figure 4). The resulting one-big-switch
network has the identical forwarding functions to the original tree network from the end-to-end communication perspective. The number of switches we need to simulate or
emulate is now reduced from four to one, and the number
of rules in the network is reduced from twelve to four. If we
only consider OpenFlow rules that match the NW DST field
and the action is always forwarding, then the total number
of rules in the big switch is proportional to the number of
ECs, whereas in the original SDN network, the total number
of rules is O(S × P ), where S is the number of switches and
P is the number of address prefixes.

• Packets in EC1 are destined to the network address
10.0.*.*.
• Packets in EC2 are destined to hosts with address
10.1.*.*.
• Packets in EC3 are destined to the address range from
10.2.0.0 to 10.255.255.255
• Packets in EC4 are destined to the subnet 11.1.*.*.
After identifying all the ECs from the rule set, we generate forwarding graph for each EC, which models how packets within an EC are forwarded through the network [19].
The node in a forwarding graph represents a network device,
and the directed edge represents how the network device

3.

SDN MODEL ABSTRACTION

Our objective is to effectively transform a static SDN data
plane configuration (i.e., a snapshot of the network state) to
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Table 1: Forwarding Rules on Each OpenFlow Switch in the 3-ary Tree Network
Switch

Priority
10
1
1
10
1
1
10
1
1
10
1
1

SW0

SW1

SW2

SW3

Match Field
NW DST=10.1.*.*
NW DST=10.*.*.*
NW DST=11.1.*.*
IN PORT=1, NW DST=10.1.*.*
IN PORT=0, NW DST=10.*.*.*
IN PORT=0, NW DST=11.1.*.*
IN PORT=0, NW DST=10.1.*.*
IN PORT=1, NW DST=10.*.*.*
IN PORT=0, NW DST=11.1.*.*
IN PORT=1, NW DST=11.1.*.*
IN PORT=0, NW DST=10.*.*.*
IN PORT=0, NW DST=10.1.*.*

FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:
FWD:

Action
OUT PORT=0
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=2
OUT PORT=0
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=0
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=0
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=1

Table 2: Forwarding Rules on the “Big OpenFlow Switch”
Switch

Priority
10
10
10
10

SW

Match Field
NW DST=10.0.*.*
NW DST=10.1.*.*
NW DST=11.1.*.*
NW DST=10.2.0.0-10.255.255.255

2
1

10.1.0.10/16

10.0.0.10/8

Action
OUT PORT=1
OUT PORT=0
OUT PORT=2
OUT PORT=1

• Generating OpenFlow Rules of the Big Switch.
We generate the OpenFlow rules for the big switch in
order to preserve the end-to-end forwarding logic. This
step includes (1) constructing the port-to-host mapping, (2) generating the rules by matching the packet
header of each set, and (3) forwarding the packet to the
correct output port, which is determined by traversing
the forwarding graph acquired in step 2.

Big
Switch
0

FWD
FWD
FWD
FWD

11.1.0.10/16

Our three-step approach has two assumptions. First, the
controller can dynamically change the configuration of each
network device, but we assume that the frequency of issuing such control messages is far less than the rate of the
incoming packets. Between two configuration updates, the
data plane remains unchanged. Therefore, we can exclude
the SDN controller from the abstracted network model. Second, we do not consider packet header modification actions
on the network device. We describe each step in details in
the remainder of the section.

Figure 4: Compressed SDN Network for Scalable Simulation
“one-big-switch” model, which preserves the same end-toend forwarding behavior. To achieve this objective, we need
to identify how every packet is processed in the snapshot,
and how to correctly configure the big-switch model to reflect the identical forwarding logic. In this paper, we develop
a three-step model abstraction method, which is summarized
as follows.

3.1

Identifying Equivalence Classes

We first give the definition of equivalence class (EC), and
then present the data structure and algorithms to partition
the packets into ECs.

• Identifying Equivalence Classes. We partition all
possible packets in the network into mutually exclusive
sets (i.e., equivalence class, as formally defined in Section 3.1), and the packets belongs to the same set are
processed in the same way. Those sets are identified
according to the matching field of all the OpenFlow
rules on all the SDN switches in the original network.

Definition 1. An equivalence class is a set of packets that
experience identical forwarding action at any network device in the network.
Each packet is uniquely identified by its header field values, which are matched against the forwarding rules in the
OpenFlow switches to determine the appropriate action. Since
the matching fields of the OpenFlow rules typically contain the wildcard suffix (e.g., longest prefix match of IP
source/destination addresses), a group of packets with consecutive header values are often processed by the same rule.

• Creating Forwarding Graphs. We model the forwarding behavior of each packet set using the topology
information as well as the local information stored on
SDN switches (e.g., port mapping, rule priorities, etc),
and generate a graph-based model to represent the forwarding behavior.
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We use a trie structure, originally proposed by VeriFlow
[19], to maintain the matching fields of all the OpenFlow
rules in the network. The trie is composed of several subtries, and each sub-trie stands for a matching field (e.g.,
source/destination MAC address/IP address/port, etc.). Each
node in sub-trie presents one bit in the corresponding matching field, and each node has three edges to the next node
(i.e., next bit in the matching field). The edges represent
three possible bit-to-bit rule matching conditions: zero, one,
or wildcard (i.e., don’t care). The rule metadata are stored
in the corresponding leaf node, including the rule’s location
(i.e., switch index), action (e.g., forwarding to an out port
or dropping the packet), priority, etc.
Having all the OpenFlow rules inserted in the aforementioned trie structure, we perform the following three steps to
identify the equivalence classes in the network. (1) We traverse the trie to obtain the consecutive header values for each
rule. (2) After having a collection of header value intervals,
which are denoted by the starting and end values, we develop an algorithm to split the existing intervals into smaller
and non-overlapping intervals. Each non-overlapping interval identifies the packets belonging to an equivalence class.
(3) We merge certain equivalence classes in order to reduce
the time and space complexity for the forwarding graph generation (Section 3.2) and the big-switch rule generation (Section 3.3). The details of the second and third steps for EC
identification are presented as follows.

3.1.1

Splitting Overlapping Intervals

By traversing from the root node to all leaf nodes, we
obtain a set of packet header intervals that match all the
rules along the traversal. Each interval is represented by a
pair of starting and ending values as A, B and C as shown
in Figure 5. We split this set of intervals, I, to a list of
non-overlapping intervals, each of which forms an EC. We
develop Algorithm 1 to generate a set of disjoint intervals,
and show that the generation can be accomplished in O(N ×
M log M ) time, where M is the number of intervals in I, and
N is the number of header bits.
First, we place I into an array A of 2M elements. Each
element is either a beginning value or an ending value of an
interval. We denote the set of beginning values as S and the
set of ending values as E. We visit each value x in a sorted
order, and maintain the difference d between the number of
visited starting points and the number of visited end points.

EC1

EC2

EC3

EC4

EC5

ABC

BC

C

A

B

C

Δ[ECx]=

C

BC

Figure 5: A set of packets are identified by an interval of
packet header values. Five equivalence classes, EC1 to EC5 ,
can be obtained via splitting three intervals A, B and C.
Finding ∆[ECx ] (i.e., the rules that intersect with ECx ) is
instrumental for merging ECs, as shown in the bottom of
the figure.

3.1.2

Combining Equivalence Classes

We can further union certain ECs obtained from Algorithm 1, if they essentially represent identical packet forwarding behavior (see the definition of ECs). For example,
EC2 and EC4 in Figure 5 can be combined as one EC, since
the packets in both ECs experience the same set of forwarding rules in the network.
Lemma 1. If packets in EC α and EC β experience the
same forwarding actions on all network devices, then α ∪ β
is also an EC.
Combining two EC into a single one reduces the running
time in the next two phases, i.e., generating the forwarding
graph and populating the final OpenFlow rules. The number
of the resulting forwarding rules in the big switch can also
be reduced. We present the following lemma to identify
whether two ECs can be unioned.
Lemma 2. EC α and EC β can be unioned into one EC,
if both packet header values are covered by the same set of
rules in the network.

• If the current element x ∈ S and d > 0, we finish
processing the previous interval with the ending value
x − 1 and create the next interval with a starting value
x (line 8-10).

For example, both EC2 and EC4 are covered by interval B
and C in Figure 5, and therefore, we can treat them as one
EC. The explanation is illustrated below.
First, we define a function ∆(x) that maps an EC x to
a set of forwarding rules, whose matching fields cover the
header values of all the packets in x. Assume ∆(α) = ∆(β),
and let δ ∈ ∆(α) be the rule on a network device d with the
highest priority. If no such δ exists, packets from both α
and β are dropped on d. Otherwise, packets in both α and
β match the rule δ and are processed with the same action
specified in δ. Note that in another device d0 , the highest
priority rule that covers both α and β may be different,
i.e., δ 0 6= δ. However, as long as δ is unique at a given d,
the forwarding behavior at d for both α and β are always
identical.
Given an EC, we can efficiently calculate ∆(α) using two
data structures: an array of pointers and a central interval

• If the current element x ∈ E, we end the previous
interval with the ending value x. (line 14).
• In either case, we update the potential new interval’s
starting value prev (line 11 and 15).
Updating the network forwarding rules will change the
EC set. By maintaining the rules in a trie, we can efficiently
update ECs in an incremental way. An insertion of a new
rule requires us to do a depth first traversal. This process
automatically narrows down the set of affected rules by ignoring those non-overlapping branches with the new rule.
The output is the set of affected intervals, and we can run
Algorithm 1 to update only those affected ECs.
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ALGORITHM 1: Splitting Overlapping Intervals
Data: I = a set of packet header intervals from the leaves of
the trie
Result: D = a set of disjoint intervals as equivalence classes
cnt ← 0
S = {beginning values of ∀i ∈ I}
E = {endingSvalues of ∀i ∈ I}
A ← Sort(S E) in a non-decreasing order
D←∅
foreach x ∈ A do
if x ∈ S then
if cnt 6= 0 then
S
D←D
[prev, x − 1]
end
prev ← x
cnt ← cnt + 1
else
S
D←D
[prev, x]
prev ← x + 1
cnt ← cnt − 1
end
end

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ALGORITHM 2: Generating a Forwarding Graph for EC x
Input: nodes = Switches containing rules for EC x
topo = Network topology
Result: Forwarding graph F G(x) for EC x
Function traverse(curr, src, snk)
if curr is NOT visited then
r ← highest-priority rule on curr that processes EC x
if r is NULL or r.action is DROP then
snk ← (curr, NULL)
generate_rules(x, src, snk)
return
end
next ← topo[curr][r.action.outport]
if next 6∈ nodes then
snk ← (curr, r.action.outport)
generate_rules(x, curr, src, snk)
return
end
mark curr as visited
traverse(next, src, snk)
else
report forwarding loop
end
return

21

tree. Each of them is responsible for one of the two cases
specified in [2].

22
23
24

• Case 1: A rule δ overlaps with an EC α with its beginning and/or ending value in α. We can reuse the sorted
array A in Algorithm 1. We augment each value, either a beginning value or an ending value of an interval in A with a pointer to the corresponding rule.
By doing a binary search, we can find the minimum
and maximum values in A, which bound the interval
of α. Therefore, we can ignore two types of rules: the
ones with ending values smaller than the minima and
the ones with beginning values larger than the maxima. We then perform a linear search in the new set of
rules, and check one-by-one whether the interval overlaps with α. The total time complexity for both the
linear search and the binary search are O(log M + K),
where K is the number of reported intervals in ∆(α).

25
26
27

foreach n ∈ neighbors of SRC x do
if n is NOT visited then
inport ← input port number from SRC x to n
traverse(n, src =(n, inport), snk =NULL)
end
end

3.2

Generating Forwarding Graphs

In the second step, we compute a forwarding graph for
each EC, and then effectively reduce the size of the forwarding graph to improve efficiency for the third step.
First, we define a function F G(α) that maps an EC α to
a corresponding forwarding graph. A forwarding graph is
a directed graph that represents how packets belonging to
the same EC are processed by the network. A node u in
the forwarding graph is a networking device, and an edge
(u, v) in the graph means that device u forwards the packets
to device v in the network. A forwarding graph not only
concatenates the forwarding behavior for each EC, but also
visualizes the data flow of the EC in the network. Since our
objective is to abstract the network forwarding logic into a
big switch, our end-to-end modeling focuses on the sources
and sinks of the graph. Figure 6 depicts the generalized
forwarding graph F G(x) for EC x.

• Case 2: Rule δ covers α entirely. We can build a central
interval tree [10] with all the available intervals. We
pick a random value x ∈ α and query the central interval tree for all the ranges that intersect with x, which
can be done in O(log M +K) time. It takes O(M logM )
time to build the central interval tree. Since the central
interval tree supports efficient incremental operations
(i.e., insertion and deletion), our design also supports
dynamic changes of the rule set.

3.2.1

Using the interval tree and the ordered list, for each EC
α, we calculate ∆(α) by mapping each rule δ ∈ ∆(α) to
a unique binary ID cδ of length log2 M . We can encode
∆(α) to a string of cδ s, starting with small IDs. This string
of unique IDs, named Cα , has a M log2 M upper bound
in length. We then use a hash table H to combined the
ECs by hashing each EC x to Cx . The minimal size of
ECs is the number of unique keys in H. Note that in the
subsequent algorithmic designs, iterating through all ECs
refers to iterating through the first ECs in each set H[key].

Network Traversal for Forwarding Graph Generation

We develop a forwarding graph generation algorithm as
shown in Algorithm 2. The notations are defined as follows.
F G(x) denotes the forwarding graph for a particular equivalence class x. A edge switch is defined as a switch that has
at least one link to a node located outside of the original
network. A non-edge switch is defined as a switch with all
connected nodes that are inside of the oritinal network. The
forwarding behavior of the non-edge switches are not considered in the big-switch model abstraction. Let src and snk
denote the source and sink nodes of the forwarding path for
an EC. Note that all src in F G(x) are edge switches, and snk
in F G(x) can be either edge switches or non-edge switches.
Let curr denote the current traversed node in the network.
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a forwarding rule r that matches EC x, or the IN P ORT
field of rule r on the source node is an end port. Otherwise,
we do not initiate a traverse (see line 22 to 27 in Algorithm 2). Correspondingly, we add an edge from a snk to
the super sink SN K x , if the following two conditions are
satisfied:

ALGORITHM 3: Generating Forwarding Rules for EC x on
the Big-Switch Model
Data: P ortM ap, which maps a port on sw to a port on the big
switch
global port, for port number assignment, and is
initialized to 0
Result: A new rule r to install on the big switch
Function generate_rules(x, src, dst)
r.match ← x
if src.port 6∈ PortMap[src.sw] then
P ortM ap[src.sw][src.port] ← global port + +
end
r.inport = P ortM ap[src.sw][src.port]
if dst.port is NULL then
r.action ← drop action
else
if dst.port 6∈ PortMap[dst.sw] then
P ortM ap[dst.sw][dst.port] ← global port + +
end
r.action ← forward action
r.action.outport ← P ortM ap[dst.sw][dst.port]
end
return

1. the sink node is an edge switch in the network;
2. the OU T P ORT field determined by the rule’s action
on the sink node is an end port.

3.2.2

Network Traversal Outcomes

After running Algorithm 2, we can discover three kinds
of “paths” in F G(x) that are useful for the forwarding rule
generation process for the big-switch model, i.e., the third
step of our model abstraction process (see Section 3.3).
• Forwarding path (line 10-14). The path from the
super source node to the super sink node. This is a
normal forwarding path for packets in EC x.
• Dropping packets in the network (line 4-8). The
path ends at a device inside the network, and fails to
reach the super sink node. This indicates that the
packets in EC x are dropped inside the network.

We add a super-source node, SRC x , and a super-sink node,
SN K x , as the boundaries of F G(x).
Algorithm 2 is designed to generate F G(x). We start the
process from each src that connects to SRC x , and then
traverse EC x’s forwarding graph using a depth-first-based
search and follow the action specified in the forwarding rule
with the highest priority for EC x at each node along the
traversal.
We distinguish two kinds of port on an edge switch:

• Forwarding loop (line 18). There is a directed cycle
in the graph. One can simulate a forwarding loop in
the network by (1) adding a rule in the big switch to
drop the looping packets; or (2) dynamically monitoring the volume of the looping packets and adjusting
the delay of looping packets and other packets sharing
the communication path. We choose the first method
since the model abstraction in the paper is focus on the
forwarding logic equivalence, and will leave the second
method as future work when investigating end-to-end
performance equivalence.

• end port that connects to a node that is either the
forwarding end point or outside the target network;
• inner port that connects to a node inside the target
network.
We add an edge from SRC x to a src, if the source node has
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3.3

Populating Flow Tables on the Big-Switch
Model

We develop an algorithm to generate OpenFlow rules on
the big switch to abstract the forwarding behavior (see Algorithm 3). We maintain a hash table P ortM ap to map the
end ports of the edge switches to the ports of the big switch.
This table is configured using the global port variable during the rule generation procedure. Algorithm 3 generates
the mandatory fields in an OpenFlow rule:
• The M AT CH field is given by the EC x, i.e., the range
of matching packets header (line 2);
• The IN P ORT field is the mapped port number of
src.port (line 6);
• Depending on the dst port, we generate either a packet
drop action (line 8) or a packet forwarding action with
the appropriate mapped port number of dst.port (line 1014).

4.
4.1

EVALUATION

depth and f is the fanout of a tree network. Each host sent a
number of ping packets to every other host in net1 , and the
amount of packet was randomly selected between 1 and 10.
We repeated the experiments in net2 with the same traffic
pattern. The result was represented in a matrix R, where
R[i][j] denotes the numbers of successfully received ping
packets from host i to host j, where i 6= j, and i, j ∈ [1, f d ].
We repeated the experiment for different combinations of
d and f , i.e., (d, f ) ∈ {(2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}.
For each network scenario, we saved the experimental results in R1 and R2 , and compared the two matrices using
the diff command. We found that R1 = R2 holds true
for all five network scenarios. We visualized R1 and R2 for
the (d = 2, f = 3) and (d = 4, f = 3) cases in Figure 7.
We can see that the original SDN-based network and the
abstracted one-big-switch-based network have the identical
network forwarding logic, measured by the connectivity and
the number of receiving packets for each connection. Note
that the brightness of the element in the matrix is proportional to R[i][j], i.e., the number of successfully delivered
packets from host i to host j.

4.2

Network Forwarding Logic Equivalence

Performance Gain

Number of OpenFlow Rules. We compare the total
number of rules installed on the switches in both net1 and
net2 with the same experimental settings in Section 4.1. The
results are plotted in Figure 8 for networks with various
topological parameter settings. The number of rules needed
to preserve the forwarding logic is significantly less in the
one-big-switch-based network as compared with the original
SDN-based network for all scenarios in the range of 71.93%
to 89.05% reduction. For example, in the case of a network
with depth = 4, and fanout = 3, 52,660 rules in the original
network were reduced to 5,766 rules in the big-switch-based
network.
Simulation Time. Our approach significantly reduces
network simulation model complexity in terms of the number
of switches and the number of rules. A key benefit is to
reduce the time to run simulation experiments.
We performed the same set of experiments on a network
simulator, S3FNet [21]. We simulated two SDN-based networks: one models a tree-topology network net1 (d, f ), and
the other models the corresponding big-switch-based network net2 . We set half of the hosts as TCP clients and the
other half as TCP servers, and conducted one-to-one communication among them. We sent each traffic flow for 100
seconds in simulation time. We repeated each experiment
ten times and recorded the simulation execution time for
both net1 and net2 in Figure 9 for comparison. The error
bars indicate the standard deviations of the running time for
all ten independent simulation runs. We can see that simulating the big-switch-based network is 3.42 to 6.68 times
faster than simulating the original SDN-based network.

We perform experimental evaluation of our network model
abstraction technique that transforms an SDN-based network to one-big-switch model. The evaluation results show
that our approach significantly saves simulation/emulation
resources (e.g., number of forwarding rules) and simulation
execution time, while still preserving the forwarding behavior of the original network.
Our experiments simulate and emulate networks of type
tree topology. The tree network is described by two topological parameters: depth d and fanout f . Such network
d
−1
switches in total.
tree(d, f ) can connect f d hosts with ff −1
All end-hosts in a tree network are fully-connected with at
most 2d hops.
We first demonstrate that the forwarding logic of the original software-defined network is exactly preserved by the abstracted big-switch model. We created a tree-topology network net1 in Mininet [13], and connected all the switches
to an SDN controller running a layer-two learning switch
application [5]. After performing the ping tests between
randomly selected pairs of end-hosts, the controller application generated all the network forwarding rules and installed
them on the switches. We then took a snapshot of the network, including (1) the host-to-switch and switch-to-switch
connections, and (2) the rules on all the switches using the
ovs-ofctl dump-flows command. The snapshot was used
to generate the rules for the big-switch model as well as
the port mapping according to the algorithms presented in
Section 3.
We then created another emulated network net2 in Mininet,
consisting of one OpenFlow switch and the same number of
hosts as net1 . The switch was connected to f d hosts with
the port numbers derived from both the P ortM ap (Algorithm 3) and the link information (net1 ’s topology). The
rules generated by Algorithm 3 were installed on the switch
using the ovs-ofctl add-flow command.
To validate that the big-switch-network preserved the network forwarding logic of the original network, we recorded
the connectivity between every host pair in both net1 and
net2 , and compared the results. Specially, the original network net1 is a tree network with f d hosts, where d is the

4.3

Model Abstraction Execution Time

We discussed the asymptotic time complexity of our model
abstraction technique in Section 3. We now evaluate the execution time for transforming an SDN-based network to a
big-switch-based network. We recorded the running time
for converting various tree networks, i.e., (d, f ) ∈ {(2, 3),
(2, 4), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)} in Figure 10. We can see that
the model abstraction process is lightweight. For example,
it took about 40 milliseconds to abstract a small tree net-
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Figure 7: Matrix R represents the number of packets received at each host. net1 is the original SDN network with a tree
topology (d, f ), where d is depth and f is fanout. net2 is the corresponding one-big-switch-based network. The gradient
legend visualizes the number of received packets. R1 and R2 are identical, which indicate that our model abstraction technique
preserves the network forwarding logic.

work (d = 4, f = 2); for a medium-scale medium-scale tree
network (depth 4 and fanout 3), it took about 3.15 seconds
to process 52,660 rules. The fast model abstraction execution time is useful. As the network state keeps evolving, it
is essential to constantly update the abstracted big-switch
model to reflect the changes, preferably in an online fashion.
In fact, the three-step approach allows us to incrementally
update the big-switch model and requires far less execution
time, i.e., we only need to update a small set of rules that
are different in the new network snapshot.

5.
5.1

by various high-level SDN applications that simultaneously
run on one or even multiple controllers. Their system takes
an optimization-based approach to solve the rule placement
problem with the objective of minimizing the number of
rules that need to be installed in forwarding devices. Application developers are now shielded from the rules distributed
across switches, and only need to specify the end-to-end policies on the big switch model. The objective of our work
on the other hand is to reduce the model execution time
and to enhance the scalability of network simulation and
emulation. We take a different technical approach based
on statically analyzing snapshots of the network state to
generate rules in the big switch abstraction model. There
exists a line of research on network fault detection by analyzing software, configuration and network-wide data-plane
state [6, 7, 20, 22]. Those approaches typically operate offline on timescales of seconds to hours. Real time network

RELATED WORK
SDN Forwarding Rules Abstraction

The idea of “one big switch” is originated from [17] for
a different purpose. In their work, the one-big-switch network abstraction is used to reduce conflicting rules generated
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Figure 8: Number of rules needed to preserve the network
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goal of the one-big-switch abstraction is to enhance simulation and emulation scalability while preserving packet-level
fidelity. This paper mainly focuses on the end-to-end forwarding logic equivalence, and we will investigate end-toend performance equivalence, such as latency and packet
drop in the future.

SDN Emulation and Simulation

7.

There are a number of SDN emulation and simulation
testbeds based on the OpenFlow protocol. Examples include
Mininet [13], EstiNet [1], ns-3 [3], S3FNet [16], fs-sdn [12]
and OpenNet [9]. Mininet [13] applies container-based virtualization technique and cgroup based resource isolation to
provide a lightweight and high fidelity emulation platform.
Its functional fidelity is guaranteed by executing real SDN
switch/controller software. ns-3 [3] offers simulation models of SDN networks and emulation of SDN controllers via
the direct code execution (DCE) technique. S3FNet [16] is
a hybrid OpenFlow-based SDN testing platform that integrates a parallel network simulator with an OpenVZ-based
network emulator. fs-sdn [12] extends fs, a flow-level discrete
event network simulator, with the SDN capability. We develop a model abstraction method in this paper to transform
a large scale and complicated SDN network to a one-bigswitch-based network. We can use the resulting abstracted
network model in all the aforementioned simulation and emulation environment for performance gain while still preserving the network forwarding logic.

6.

1000

Figure 9: Comparison of simulation execution time. The
big-switch-based network model saves about 75% to 85%
running time as compared to simulating the corresponding
SDN-based network. The x-axis label (d, f ) represents the
depth and fanout parameters in a tree topology network.

verification tools are developed to enforce correctness in connectivity [18, 19]. Our work leverages the idea of slicing the
entire network into equivalence classes in [19] to reduce the
problem space, which enables fast model abstraction execution speed.

5.2
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